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The look & feel 
 

While people are living closer together than ever, peace of mind can be hard to find. The demand for 
good quality noise fences is increasing, requesting solutions that not just look good but are affordable 
and durable, all at the same time.  

The high-quality Noistop® Essential acoustic fence is perfect for those who want it all. With a range of 
design options to choose from, durability, and an affordable price, noise reduction has never been so 
easy and stylish! 

 

An easy modular system 

Noistop Essential is a versatile modular system that allows for many different combinations. The 
wooden cladding, available as an accessory, can be easily mounted onto the module using a simple 
fixing technique. This means that there will be no trouble when you need to install, maintain, or 
disassemble it. 

 

Design without compromise 

While Noistop Essential is fully functional and good looking on its own in the galvanized appearance 
or a trendy black powder coating, you can optionally personalize the design with our decorative 
wooden cladding in a natural or a warm brown painting. Even customized panels can be used and 
provides customers and their architects the freedom to create the perfect style for their noise reducing 
fence without any limits. Finally, neighbours no longer need to compromise on style, as both sides of 
the module can suspend a different type of deco panel, now or later.  

 

Easy installation and maintenance  

The Noistop Essential system is designed for easy installation and maintenance with several smart 
features. With its easy-to-adjust modules, you can tailor the fence's length to perfectly fit your needs. 
Plus, the deco panels are separate items and easily handled for aftercare. 
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A wide range of design options 

With our Noistop Essential acoustic fence you are not limited to just one style. By mix and matching 
the core options and deco panels you can create virtually any look you want. If you ever want a new 
look, simply switch out the decorative cladding, add planting, change colour of the wooden deco and 
create a new design. The possibilities are endless! 

 

A noise fence for every home or business 

Noistop Essential is the acoustic fence that offers both privacy and noise reduction. This makes it 
perfect for both residential, municipality and commercial applications. Businesses can use our fences 
to create a safe and comfortable environment for their employees, customers and neighbours. 
Municipalities can use it for reducing noise levels around schools, kinder gardens, sports courts such 
as padel- & tennis courts and public roads. For residents, our fences provide much-needed 
improvement from noisy heat pumps, roads or neighbours, so they can enjoy their homes to the 
fullest. 

 

Noise reduction for peace of mind 

The acoustic properties of Noistop Essential have been extensively tested, providing a high sound 
insulation in line with an effective sound absorption. This means that it will reduce the noise level by 
more than half, giving you the peace of mind, you need and deserve. 

 

Sustainable at heart 

At ROCKWOOL we are known for a robust heritage. ROCKWOOL has a long history of producing 
high quality stone wool for durable and sustainable building solutions. It is not just that mineral wool is 
an extremely durable product, ROCKWOOL is very serious about minimising the CO2-footprint of our 
products as well. In line with this philosophy our fences do have a long lifetime and are recyclable to 
the last part. In this way, Noistop takes care of a peaceful society and a cleaner planet, improving 
modern living. 

 

Noistop Essential – The ultimate fence with acoustic properties! 

Noistop Essential is the acoustic fence that has it all: Noise reduction, a wide range of design options 
and an easy modular system. Give us a call today and find out how we can help you create the 
perfect noise reducing fence for your home or business. 

 

 Noistop - The ideal fence for peace of mind. 
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Advantages: 

• Effective sound absorption 

• Absorber from recyclable stone wool 

• Slim design fitting even in small spaces 

• High design freedom  

• High quality materials ensuring long lifetime 

• Light weight and easy to install 

• Long lifespan and no of low need for maintenance  

• Flexible wooden cladding:  

- Attachable individual on one or both sides 

- Install with core module or retrofit later 

- Covers module flanges and posts for a beautiful and clean appearance 

- Easy to remove for maintenance and aftercare 

 

 

Application areas: 

• Residential: Garden fences, heat pumps, ventilation noise, terrasse divider 

• Commercial: Supermarkets, gastronomy’s outdoor areas, petrol stations, car wash, 
campsites, resorts 

• Municipalities:  Schools, kindergartens, playgrounds, sports courts, padel, tennis, skateparks, 
heat pumps, infrastructure, recycling centres  

• Outdoor hospitality: Pumps, perimeter protection, playgrounds, swimming pools, sport     
facilities, waste handling 

• Industrial: Pumps, perimeter protection, recycling facilities 
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